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Online independent analysis of US-led wars, rampant corruption, corporate greed, civil rights
and fraudulent monetary transactions is invariably relegated to the bottom rung of search
engine results.

As a result we presently do not cover our monthly running costs which could eventually
jeopardize our activities.

Do you value the reporting and in-depth analysis provided by Global Research on a daily
basis?

Click to donate or click here to become a member of Global Research.

*     *     *

Beaten Down, Worked Up: The Past, Present, and Future of American Labor

By Chris Wright, September 09, 2019

Only 6.4 percent of private-sector workers belong to unions; average hourly pay is below
what it was in 1973; 40 percent of adults lack the savings to pay for a $400 emergency
expense.

Spikes of Violence: Protest in West Papua

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, September 09, 2019

Unlike Timor-Leste, the historically Melanesian territories of Papua and West Papua remains
under thumb and screw, an entity that continues to exist under periodic acts of violence and
habitual repression from the Indonesian central authorities.
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Identity Politics: A Control Mechanism Exploited by the Ruling Elite

By Kurt Nimmo, September 09, 2019

Now we have few if any leaders willing to expose themselves to the vicious retribution of the
state. No longer are heads removed from bodies, hoisted up on pikes, and paraded around
London as a warning to others. 

9/11 after 18 Years. “Hard Evidence Cannot Prevail over a Transparent Official Lie”

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, September 09, 2019

Popular  Mechanics,  Wikipedia  and  CNN  cannot  label  a  distinguished  team  of  experts
“conspiracy theorists.”  Therefore the presstitutes and assorted cover-up artists for the 9/11
false flag attack on the United States will simply act as if no such report exists.

US Media Propaganda. Drawing “Liberals” and “Leftists” into the CIA’s Orbit. NPR

By Edward Curtin, September 08, 2019

Back  in  the  1960s,  the  CIA  official  Cord  Meyer  said  the  agency  needed  to  “court  the
compatible left.”  He knew that drawing liberals and leftists into the CIA’s orbit was the key
to efficient propaganda.

No-deal  Brexit  Warnings  Report  –  A  ‘Social  Catastrophe’  Awaits  Us,  “A  Slow  Train  of
Economic Chaos”

By True Publica, September 08, 2019

‘Project Fear’ was used to criticise the campaign being run by ‘Britain Stronger in Europe’,
supporters of the UK remaining in the European Union. Ironically, it was Boris Johnson who
reintroduced the term after  the governments’  original  use of  it  to  attack the Scottish
Independence movement two years earlier.

Who Is Osama Bin Laden?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, September 08, 2019
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Something was not quite right: Al Qaeda was a creation of the CIA. Osama bin Laden had
been recruited by the CIA. Yet barely a few hours after the attacks, CIA Director George
Tenet was pointing his finger at Al Qaeda.
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